FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Roland Colon

Jckson Ranndu

8 reviews

8 reviews

I have had several good experiences with the crews at
Amazing Moves. Yesterday had a crew headed by Matt,
with Jake and Eddie along for the job. They are
professional, courteous, and kind. We were moving my
father between apartments and were available on very
short notice and engaged with dad regularly to determine
his wishes with different pieces of furniture. The crew
preps fragile items well, and does their work quickly. They
are clean in their work and respect the spaces they work
in. The whole experience was great! Booking the move
was easy, and the movers were helpful, fast, friendly, and
quite experienced and professional. Fantastic move!

This company is terriﬁc! And reasonably priced too. They
moved me out of a two bedroom to another two bedroom
condominum in about 8 hours. It was a tough move, with
stairs, small elevators, and a lot of very big pieces of
furniture. They movers showed up promptly, and had all
the necessary equipment with them to do the move right.
Every piece of furniture was wrapped with care in both
blankets and then plastic. The three men that arrive were
nice, polite, and worked their hearts out. I had estimated
the move to be about $3000, and they came in far below
that. It was one of those experiences where you get more
value than you were anticipated. Not one piece of furniture
was scratched or damaged. The only casualty was one
glass......pretty good. I can't recommend them enough.

George Hanson
5 reviews
Our movers were extremely professional and fast! They
ﬁnished our entire move in half the time that every other
company was quoting us and still maintained the quality
of handling you’d want and expect for your things.
Compared to our experience with other companies, the
movers were incredibly friendly and enjoyable to be
around. If we ever move again we will deﬁnitely be using
Sky Van Lines.

Rubber
7 reviews
They made everything easy, from start to ﬁnish. Very
responsive, made our quote easily within minutes. They
were available the date we needed, and offered the best
rate, with a bigger crew than other moving companies we
looked into. They showed up on time and worked quickly
and with excellent teamwork. They took great care to wrap
and secure our possessions, and were very courteous and
professional. They also ﬁnished up way earlier than
originally estimated, so they saved us money! Great
experience, we'd have no problem hiring them again and
recommending to friends and family!

Robart Jhonson
2 reviews
Three different moving companies all ﬂaked at the last
moment and left me with no help. I called these guys and
was pleasantly surprised that they would be able to move
me the same day but that was nothing compared to the
quality and eﬃcient job they did, Mover did the job faster
than I expected and saved me a lot compared to the
estimate. They were also very careful with our belongings.
I would highly recommend this company to family or
friends

Pedro Alvarado

Edmund Spenser
3 reviews
Sky Van Lines did two moves for us last week. They were
simply amazing, seriously. Oﬃce Staff were an exceptional
professional in scheduling, estimates, and follow up. He
even waited for me late on a Friday night so I could get
more boxes for the weekend. Both moves came in well
below the estimates. He was able to have one crew show
up earlier than scheduled for me at the last minute. Both
crews were punctual, eﬃcient, professional, detailed,
polite, and helpful. They made a diﬃcult moving situation
actually enjoyable. I give them my highest
recommendation without hesitation. And I will spread the
word on how truly amazing they are!

John Alfonso
Local Guide · 15 reviews
Highly recommended! We recently used Sky Van Lines to
help pack a moving truck for a move from Las Vegas to
California. The team was professional and ﬁnished well
ahead of their estimated time even as they took great care
to ensure our belongings were properly wrapped,
cushioned, and strapped into our moving truck. Upon
arrival, we found that nothing had shifted during the long
journey and all our belongings -- including antiques and
valuable pieces -- were undamaged. This was the second
time we used their services, I recommend them for local
moves and long-distance move packing.

Gloria Robbinson
3 reviews
They did an amazing job. They showed up on time, they
moved quickly and eﬃciently, and they took great care of
our stuff. I was very satisﬁed with their service. When we
arrived at our new place, they made sure they were careful
and they made sure they were putting our furniture exactly
where we wanted it to be. Also we needed our bed taken
apart and put back together and they did a great job and
they did it correctly. Will deﬁnitely recommend them!!!!!

3 reviews
They were running early and gave me a call to ask if they
could move up my moving time. I appreciated that. They
were so fast and moved my two bedroom apartment well
within the quoted time. I deﬁnitely recommend them to
anyone looking for a moving company that is professional,
high-quality, and eﬃcient

Constance Gleeson
1 review
These guys moved my 2 bedroom house recently. They
were respectful and pleasant. They worked carefully and
quickly, and not one item was damaged. This was my
FIRST move where i was not disappointed with the moving
service. As professional as it gets! Highly recommend.

Kenny Bush
3 reviews
The movers were able to come early and were very
eﬃcient while moving our furniture. Everything was in
great condition after the move and the owner is very easy
to work with. The wore masks as well. Would deﬁnitely
recommend them!

John Milton
Local Guide · 18 reviews
These movers are amazing!! Came early and were so nice
and professional around my toddler. They went above and
beyond to protect my furniture including taking a screen
door off to ensure my refrigerator was not dented any
more (than it was by previous movers!) they were also so
fast and just all around great guys! I have recommended
them to so so many people already and will continue to do
so! Thank you!!

Scott Watson
12 reviews
Just got to work with the team of SkY Van Lines, Movers
were excellent and I will never move again without them.
They were able to provide a quick and accurate quote on
short notice and called the day before and the day of the
move to conﬁrm. They showed up exactly on time and
didn't waste a minute getting set up and starting to pack
and haul things onto the truck. Great job overall! I would
give them more stars if I could.

Chad Lopez
9 reviews

Andrew Marvell
9 reviews
These guys are amazing. Needed some last minute help
moving apartments and they were able to help me for a
great price. They arrived right when they said they would
and the movers were very polite and professional. They
went above and beyond to help make my move super easy

Great experience. The crew was fast, clean, put my wife
and I at ease every step of the way. We have a two part
move and I look forward to working with them again. I
highly recommend them to anyone moving. They also
packed a lot of our breakables which made my life easier.

Albert Devos
9 reviews

Agnes Wilkins
5 reviews
Excellent experience. Highley skilled professionals
knowledgeable with all aspects of packing, wrapping,
loading and unloading methods. Move involved many
delicate furnishings including glass tables, marble pieces,
sculptures, European wall unit with glass doors and
shelves, ﬁne art. Movers arrived prepared with all
necessary equipment, padding, wraps, straps, etc.
Everything including truck in newer condition. Movers ﬁrst
inspected items and pointed out any apparent ﬂaws or
existing scratches, etc, before starting to handle and wrap.
Movers worked eﬃciently and ﬁnal price exactly as
quoted.

Milton Ramirez
8 reviews

Awesome, super patient, super understanding. Amazing
work ethic. Worked and worked and worked for pretty
much eight hours straight, not even taking a lunch break.
They were super fast at assembly, and even took their
shoes off and on, coming out and in the house, without
complaint. They also helped my friends pack away their
storage instead of just dropping off their stuff and leaving.
Very sweet guys. Would deﬁnitely recommend

Kevin Hunter
7 reviews
Most professional moving company I’ve used to date. Not
only fast and eﬃcient, but also friendly and patient. These
guys don’t take advantage of you. They simply get the job
done, in the best way possible. Thank you guys and I will
strongly recommend in the future!

The crew did such a fantastic job with my move. Moving is
never an easy task and it deﬁnitely wasn't my ﬁrst rodeo.
But the guys made everything look so effortless and
professional. We really appreciate all of the hard work you
all put into making our move a stress-free process.
Thanks!!
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